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If you want to engineer 
a better world... 
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a great place to start is with 

one of the most diversified companies 
° 

in the world. Westinghouse thinks its responsibili- tems approach to provide better 
ties are as big as its capabilities— medical care for more people. Ex- 

and that’s big. ample: electronic equipment that 
And when you’re in everything from lets nurses monitor the hearts of 

computers to urban development, to eight patients simultaneously. 
medical science, to mass transit, to Nuclear Power: Westinghouse 

oceanography —there’s action. For leads the way in nuclear power gen- 

example... eration. Seven nuclear plants in op- 
Transportation: Our computerized eration, 34 in various stages of de- 

transit systems can operate on a 90- sign. We’re working on a breeder 
second schedule, and meet the reactor to keep us ahead. 
transportation needs of many cities. That’s a sampling. We're just get- 

Urban Development: Our new con- ting started. If you’d like to help us 
struction concepts will provide bet- engineer a better world, talk with our 

ter communities across the country. campus recruiter. Or write Luke 
Projects are planned or underway in Noggle, Westinghouse Education 

30 major cities. Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221. An 
Health Care: We are using a sys- equal opportunity employer. 

og ono . 

You can be sure...if it's Westinghouse 3)
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Anaconda IS elementary. We start by mining elements—metals shown 
here in their close-packed atomic arrangements. From these basic building blocks we fabricate 
thousands of products vital to industry. We’re always looking for and finding new metal 
sources and better ways of doing things. What we do keeps 40,000 people of varied and 
complex skills busy all over the Western hemisphere. 

Teams of earth scientists, metallurgists, mining engineers. Fabricating, marketing and 
financial specialists. The sort of dedicated people who know their work is vital and important. 
Be one of these people. 

Come make a future with us. 
Anaconda: one of the great natural resources of the Americas. 
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For more information about your opportunity at Anaconda, write: Director of Personnel, The Anaconda Company, 
25 Broadway, New York, New York 10004. Equal Opportunity Employer. 

Anaconda American Brass Co. Anaconda Aluminum Co. Anaconda Wire & Cable Co. 
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ee ee van ne {£ _Iplerior Designed by Dave Ellies Industrial Design, Inc., N.Y.C. 
pees ae See ad 

= ~SsEEvern with two powerful fan jet engines only a few feet 

_ |. _ away, these people can converse in normal tones. 
ei How? The interior designers of this Fan Jet Falcon 

Re SS sébusiness aircraft specified a lead impregnated vinyl 

ee CC _~__ Sheet to be sandwiched between the plane’s outer 
_ d eevee A wo skin and interior trim. Lead’s density effectively bars 

0 OT Gor CU TOSOC(T th ise and  vibration—makes flying more produc- 
_. _ ___ tive, more enjoyable. [] Lead alone, or combined with 
_ _ other materials, is one of our best weapons against 

: noise pollution; it’s being used in planes, boats, offices, 
j schools and heavy machinery. Designers and archi- 

tects know that “lead can make life more liveable—by 

hushing things up.” 
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= ues “We are drifting toward a catastrophe beyond comparison. We 

. . . ae shall require a substantially new manner of thinking if mankind is 

. = . ee to survive.” — (Albert Einstein) 
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We just raised our 50 year guarantee on the best you can buy. Constant compression, plus 

durability of clay pipe to 100 years? What's so flexibility of the plastic material, make certain 

ridiculous about that? that a complete bottle-tight seal results through- 

Mainly the fact that guaranteeing clay pipe for out the entire joint area. The most dependable 

any length of time is like guaranteeing the law of and total seal you can get in a wastewater system 

gravity. Clay is one of those rare elements 8 ... even if settling occurs. 

in nature that is virtually incapable of being a All of this is why, even though makers of 
. — ; me 

corroded or chemically broken down. 3 other kinds of pipe never seem to guarantee 

Clay is a residue. It's what is left after their product for any specific length of time, 
sun and rain and sleet and snow have beaten we don’t hesitate to guarantee ours for 100 

: — 
down on the earth for thousands of years. | years. And that may be the understatement 

When the earth’s crust can’t be broken down _ of the century. 
any further, what you have is clay. | ~~ 

So you can find clay wastewater systems - . ‘(Wiese 

all over the country that have been serving an EC lay Manufacturing Company 

for generations without ever wearing out. _ kK : & . . ansas City, Missouri: St. Louis, Missouri: 
And, we'd like to add that our patented ure- bom Lehigh, Iowa: San Antonio. Texas: Birmingham, Ala- 

thane joint makes Dickey coupling pipe the bama: Meridian, Mississippi; Texarkana, Texas-Arkansas, 

“Dickey Clay will supply fren of charge replacements for any clay pipe which has been damaged, destroyed of impaired in service for a period of 100 years from contract 
date, damoge has been caused by corrosion of other chemical decomposition from acids, alkalis, sewage or industrial wastes (except Hydrofluorie Acid) or damage by rats 
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° . 
Editorial — 

Let's Get It 

Recently Dean Leidel suggested in Freshmen Lectures that engineering students, with 
their overwhelming presence, help secure the new Union South for engineers and the like so 
that he could feel comfortable in a Student Union once more. The implication, once again, 
is that long hair, beards, bells, beads, and attendent philosophies plus engineers do not good 
company make. We apologize for making an example of Dean Leidel’s sentiments because 
they are by no means his alone; just more recent and vocal. Perhaps we should thank him 
for pointing out to freshmen engineers what we're all suffering here at Madison — two 
campuses with an abiding gulf between them. 

The obvious error (forgive worn-out logic) is the attempt to stereotype engineers. There 
are many many students who submerge themselves in engineering disciplines during the 
week and still suffer the perplexing embarrassment at a weekend bash across town of having 
someone say, ‘’Are you really an engineer?’ But it is more than this. The attempt to make 
engineers and other professionals the vanguard of the status quo is all too prevalent. Words 
like professionalism, professional judgement, engineering ethics, etc. are constant reminders 
to us in class of a particularly volatile state of being which often evaporates from our senses 
like pipe smoke in old panelled reading rooms. 

Now, somehow, the new Union South holds great promise for those who would continue 
the polarization. But it seems to us that this structure, like anything fresh and new, should 
be a means of getting it all together. No one can deny, or hide from, the bifurcation of life 
styles or the explosion of values that has shaken traditions especially on University 

campuses. No one can shield for very much longer the intense scrutiny being given the 

sciences and applied sciences. Engineers, as designers and builders, far from being an elite 

that some perhaps do wish, have a responsibility, even an ethical commitment if you will, to 
try and bridge the growing discontinuities in social-economic thought with a little help from 
everybody. It can’t be done with possessive thinking about a piece of real estate on Randall 

Ave. To do anything but welcome all life styles and a melting-pot of values in the Union 

South, and participate, would be to dedicate it as an eventual tomb of the status quo. 

—berner 
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fs uu. S23, Surfing has come at last to the Arizona 
a : - 24. desert. 

a oo. - The ersatz ocean is called Big Surf*. At 
_— a. 4 million gallons, it’s believed to be the 

ee. biggest “pool” ever built: 400 feet long by 
7 a 300 feet wide, and nine feet at its deepest 

a - point. 

’ ‘ And it makes its own waves. 
a 4 . 
" q oe ae 
A a ee 

ge ae | _ a a 4 4 ye ‘ ci 

“ , go ~~. : OT et ig cgi Re Ee hg 9 
i. ll et $ Ve ae Pa, el 8 eg ay gt ane at fe vf 

4 “ ve me Sea es we i ae te a fe SS at ge H _ pe AE umn iN f , 

iio. Fe ee “a Every 60 seconds, the crashing surf pro- 
oo pels an army of Arizona’s finest toward a 

sandy 4% acre beach. 

Now about the waves. They’re made by 
: pumping water into a 160 foot by 41 foot 
i. ti tank-like “reservoir.” Up to 100,000 gal- 

~~" : : lons are released through 15 gates at the 
reservoir base. The water passes over a 

: Ti custom concrete “reef,” and is formed into 
p <r i = = awave up to five fect high. 

= ee . oF ee The restless sea is kept restless by three 
: : Ce _ 250 hp Peerless mixed flow pumps from 

— — oe eS - FMC Corporation. They are the same 
ae: ig / oo gue n ee pumps that irrigate deserts in the Middle 

ae Bog anh : eee ee ge . East, provide flood control in Louisiana, 
ee ee : : seis ns and fill city reservoirs in New York. 

a Ss ee cor : And FMC is the same company that makes 
i es gia fibers, food machinery, railroad cars, in- 

ee ee ii — : oo dustrial chemicals, and a whole lot of other 
4 ere CDG, ; ’ things you never hear about because we 

i Sree Se it : op ipa ny work behind the scenes. 

; , a s : : pe eee Tf you’d like to do something about making 
4 a 3 waves in the desert, or fighting famine in 

India, or anything else that a diversified 
4 ; ae, : company docs to improve life, pick up a 

j ” q - € ay copy of our brochure “Careers with FMC” 
: oy ao as from your placement office. Or write FMC 

“i ff Sa a Corporation, Box 760, San Jose, Calif. 
ng a ss . -— a We're an equal opportunity employer. 

i ne G a aa 

aft ea |. SonronATion 
i = FMC CORPORATION 
a . Putting ideas to work to make 
Fe : water more fun 
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Water Pollution in Wisconsin 
— A HISTORICAL REVIEW — 

By ROYDEN TULL 
Zoology Graduate Student 

University of Wisconsin 

Phat a great number of waters are polluted isa purifier of sediment free water and in 1846 the 

fact that cannot be argued against very effectively. basis of present day sewage treatment was deve- 

In the 1970 Wisconsin River Basin Survey, even the loped. Just after this in 1849, it was found that to 

inept monitoring of the Wisconsin River showed — be effective a chemical precipitator had to be used 
over fifty percent of the river is below minimum in combination with filtration, settling and agitat- 

standards. In the 1968 Fox River Basin Survey, ion of the sewage, along with frequent removal of 

there were no tolerant organisms at all from the sludge. Dr. John Snow and an engineer John 

Memasha to Green Bay except for two different York proved empirically that cholera could be 

species consisting of one each at a single Appleton contracted through drinking water containing the 

sampling station. excreta of cholera victims. Dr. William Rudd 
The absence of any intolerant organisms in the proved the same thing for typhoid in 1856. During 

Fox River shows that it is very polluted, and its this period, by the efforts of Edwin Chadwick, a 

bottom and flow characteristic would support a General Board of Health was established in Eng- 

healthy population of intolerant organisms were land in 1848. Chadwick, like our own State Board 

the river not polluted. of Health established later in the century, had to 

If the high degree of pollution of these two work through local voluntary formed Boards of 

rivers and other waters of the state, was inevitable Health. These he found detestable because “unpaid 

because of the technological limitation imposed on dilettante service is cheap service” and he thought 

past populations, the investigation of the history of that people elected or appointed for short terms 

Wisconsin’s water would be a waste of time, and could not know their jobs or stand firmly against 

one now could simply say, “Now we have the tools — local pressure. 

to clean up our waters let’s do it.” However, 1850 to 1925 
Wisconsin’s present and past water pollution is not NO CONSTRUCTIVE WORK 

and for a large part of the twentieth century has By 1875 the tools and knowledge were available 
not been a function of technology, either separate 4 handle the water pollution of the population. 
or in conjunction with cost considerations. Studies had been completed which showed that 

The considerations are economic, political, out- heavy pollution destroyed the capacity of.a river to 

side uncontrollable events (i.e. WW II), Public restore itself. It was known that pollution control 

indifference and ignorance coupled with an atti- required: 

tude that favors short termadvantages with long 1. Subsidence of the waste ina series of settling 
term disadvantages over advantages spread out over tanks. 

a longer period of time with fewer attendant 2. Filtration through a series of gravel beds, 
disadvantages. This attitude is characterized as perforated planks, wire screens, gause, charcoal, 

instant gratification by psychologists, and is sine sand, or ashes. 

qua non of immaturity in individuals. 3. The addition of lime and carbolic acid to the 
effluent. 

1800-1850 The fact that water pollution was a problem is 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS bornout by an analysis of 19th century law which 

If it were not for the devastating effects of shows an abundance of water pollution laws, but 
typhoid, cholera, and other water born diseases, they are all aimed at delegating control to local 
our waters would be in worse shape than they are. authorities and to the instigation of civic action by 

It was the impetus provided by these diseases that private citizens. In considering this, it’s easy to see 
first lead to the development and use of water why that sort of law was ineffective. During this 
treatment facilities. In England in 1802, the use of time, the emphasis was on expansion and growth, 
chemicals in breaking up and deodorizing sewage resources seemed unlimited. If a local official 

was discovered. In 1826, it was found that sand responsible for water pollution control was not 

filtration by the East Chelsea Water Company in already connected to the industries he was sup- 

London could render even the highly polluted posed to regulate, they would be one of his more 

Thames River 99% free of unwholesome material. vociferous constituents. So the combination of 

In 1840 Ozone was found to be a successful attitudes and local pressures would tend to render 
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local control totally worthless. Lawyers being what Mechanical filters using chemical coagulants in 

they are, civil action was as expensive then asit is addition to sand and gravel, were patented in 1884. 
now and few citizens had the money to pay it. This general period marked a time when the 

From 1875 to 1925 concerned officials mostly essence of modern sewage treatment was known 
in the State Board of Health and concerned and written for popular consumption in plain 

citizens were met with indifference and with language and was available to any city officer. In 

hostility, abeit political ignorance played a part another development during that time the use of 
also. In 1874 the Fisheries Commission made up of _ iron pipes as opposed to lead pipes and hollowed 
active politicians looking fora “practical” solution elm wood pipes was known to be advantageous. 

introduced carp into the state waters as a solution The lead pipes were known to be poisonous and the 

to pollution. They thought that carp would act asa wood pipes were prone to breakage, contamination 

living vacuum cleaner and clean up the sewage in from leaks, and irregular flow, while the iron pipes 

the state’s waters. had none of the disadvantages. Thus by the last of 
The American Medical Association relative to its the 19th century when typhoid and cholera were 

present reputation as a conservative body was quite ever present dangers the reliable safe means for 

radical in 1876 when it stated that one “who will both obtaining water and getting rid of waste were 

only pollute a stream of water... be held ‘guilty known and avoidable. Yet iron pipes were not 

of a crime against society’ and be adequately being used because the ‘“‘common sense” of the 

punished.” In that year the Wisconsin State times dictated that things worked well enough as 
Board of Health was established, its first perma- they were and if there was not a direct profit 

nent president said, ‘““The people need facts: facts attached a thing was not worth doing. This attitude 

fortified and made cogent by figures; facts demon- _ is still prevalent today, even among our regulatory 

strated from persistent and ever acting causes, and agencies wherein the economic consideration or 

gathered from many localities. They need to be profit motive as it’s related to industry is para- 

taught ... what the external cause of typhoid fever mount in decision making about our natural 

is...” Seventy years later with decades of defeat resources.As might be expected city fathers and 
and experience the retiring State Health Officer industrialists had similiar attitudes about pollution. 
said, “The old theory of educating the public toa The very idea of spending capital on something 

reasonable conformity for their own protection has which did not produce when it could be spent on 

proven a failure, and if results are to be obtained something which did was an anethema to the 
positive and constructive procedure by statutory industrialist. Early in the development of 

provisions are basically fundamental essentials.” Wisconsin this attitude was justified but by the 
Although the S.B.H. did not have all of the early 1900’s methods were available and business 

dubious assets of the Communications media in- was well established and the attitude that the 
cluding Madison Avenue, it is clear that education industrialist “‘could see no responsibility on his 

of the populace should best be considered as part to control pollution at the source,” was the 
secondary to administrative and legal action by only thing preventing a comprehensive pollution 

environmentally concerned officials. control program. 

The Wisconsin State Board of Health’s Commit- By 1900 in the U.S. only 40% of the population 
tee on water and water supply did its first sampling was serviced by public water supply and only 6.3% 

of streams and underground water in 1877. They were supplied with filtered water. To meet this 

sampled the Wisconsin, Black, Yellow, Wolf, and challenge and the attendant rise in typhoid fever in 

Fox Rivers. After an analysis of the data was Wisconsin, the Wisconsin legislature in 1905 gave 
completed, they concluded that most of the water limited jurisdiction over the proposed water supply 

supplies in the state were polluted. As a result of and sewage systems to cities and villages. However, 
this report, the WSBH was compelled by political this not being an overwhelming need, the legisla- 

pressure to drop the sampling and dissolve its ture failed to appropriate any funds for this new 

committee. This action showed that the state’s responsibility. Also in 1905 E.A. Birge a professor 
opinion makers would not tolerate “radical”? re- of Zoology from the University of Wisconsin 

ports from a state agency. In 1878 there was a showed the relationship between fish survival, 

malaria problem on the Crawfish River and the oxygen content, and the amount of decomposible 

WSBH made its first river valley survey. There was material. This discovery had no effect on Wiscon- 
a mill dam there but the board could not prove — sin’s policy makers. In 1908 Wisconsin set up the 
that the dams impoundment was providing the Wisconsin Natural Resources Policy Committee 

necessary breeding area for mosquitoes. Appropo and through its existence the Wisconsin’s Conser- 
of present day tactics the local farmers took vation Committee was formed. In response to the 

matters in their own hands and one night the mill obvious delineation of the limits of Wisconsin’s 
mysteriously caught on fire and burned. The natural resources the legislature declared in 1911 

frightened miller left the area, the dam was 

destroyed, and the malaria cleared up. (Continued on Page 16) 
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As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, you will want to remember this: 
it is not just “a job” you are seeking—it should be the beginning of a career. And if it is to be 
successful, both you and your employer must need and want each other. 

To help you with your decision, we invite you to consider the opportunities at Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft. Currently, our engineers and scientists are exploring the ever-broadening avenues of 
energy conversion for every environment... all opening up new avenues of exploration in every 
field of aerospace, marine and industrial power application. The technical staff working on these 
programs, backed by Management's determination to provide the best and most advanced facilities 
and scientific apparatus, has already given the Company a firm foothold in the current land, sea, 
air and space programs so vital to our country’s future. 

We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment 
and facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate-education 

opportunities. Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them 
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when they 
do manage it. 

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D, in: MECHANICAL ENGINEERING e AERONAUTICAL 
ENGINEERING @ ENGINEERING SCIENCE ¢ ENGINEERING MECHANICS. 

'f your degree is in another field, consult your college placement officer—or write Mr, Len Black, 
Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108. 

. U 
ratt & Whitn ey Airc raft DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

T HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT f ) 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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The poster-covered construction fences are down, “Our biggest problem will be to make the community 

cement walkways have been poured, and one of the aware that we have two unions, but one organization. We 

University of Wisconsin’s newest buildings Memorial will have to establish a separate identity for Union South, 

Union South — has literally begun to take shape. yet maintain the concept of the Union as a unified idea, as 

Slated to partially open in February, the $3.5 million two buildings working towards the same goal,” commented 

structure will be the University’s second full-service Union, Sischo. 

complementing the Langdon St. Union constructed in For example, the two buildings will complement in 

1929. many ways, but offering different services that are built 

Located on the southern end of campus at the corner of around the same purpose. With Lake Mendota at its 

Randall and Johnson Sts., Union South will feature several doorstep, the Memorial Union rates high as an outdoor 

dining areas, bowling lanes, conference rooms, a banquet recretaional facility with its Hoofer activities in sailing and 

and lecture hall, guest rooms, an arts and crafts workshop, canoeing. Union South will have an extensive indoor 

games area, and music and study lounges. recreational program — with bowling lanes, billiards tables, 

“It’s really beginning to move along now,” said Union table tennis and a strong tournaments program in bridge 

South Resident Manager Merrill Sischo, who has spent and chess. 

innumerable hours in the planning of the building since The program emphasis will be different, too, as Wessing 

appointment to the position in July, 1969. points out: “I think we’re going to be planning a lot of 

All along, construction of the three story light brick noon and midday programs, such as films, speakers and 

structure has been plagued with the usual delays caused by forums, rather than all evening programs.” 

strikes, delivery of equipment and materials, and of course, Wessing and students from the Union South Program 

bad weather. So when the Union South opens in February, Board put a great deal of emphasis on “community 

it will be the culmination of many years of talking, consciousness.” That is, working to discover what the needs 

planning and hard work for the students and staff at the are of students, faculty and staff working and living in the 

Union. area. They hope that their programs will reflect the desires 

Discussion of a second Union began in 1950, when it of their expected clientel. 

was decided that additional services were needed on the Randi Christensen, the students’ Program Director, has 

south end of campus. Students have been actively involved been working to help develop present and future programs 

in the new union’s plans all along, and now play a major since June. 

role in “promotion” of the building by traveling to various “Our biggest asset right now, is that we don’t have a 

campus departments, dormitories and organizations to building to program in — we’ve been forced to seek out 

make Union South’s presence known. places in the community to hold our programs. By planning 

In May, UW senior Jim Wessing, of Lomira, was selected films, coffeehouses and forums in dormitories and class- 

as the first Vice-President of the Union, in charge of Union rooms, we go to the people and discover what they want in 

South, serving over an eight member student program a program, rather than expecting them to come to us,” she 

board. The students, along with committee members pointed out. 

recruited this fall, have already begun sponsoring programs Miss Christensen hopes that this practice will continue 

to acquaint the campus with the new Union. even after the building opens. 

Each weekend the students hold a folksinging coffee- Sischo hopes that by February |, they will be able to 

house in the Rust-Schreiner co-op dormitories a block from open up the recreational facilities in the basement, and then 

the Union South site. Recently they sponsored a much-pub- open the first floor dining and lounge and meeting area by 

licized police-student rap session in the Memorial Union March 1. The 102,000 square foot building consists of three 

Rathskellar, to promote contact between the two groups. stories and a basement and is built around a central skylit 

They have also held two rock concerts at Camp Randall, well. 

just across the street from the new Union. Union South and the Memorial Union will continue to 

The UW is the first campus in the nation to have two be governed by the same student-faculty-staff board, the 

full-service Unions. Many universities have two buildings, Union Council. The Union is a membership organization, 

but usually the second is little more than a food service and as such, is open to Union members and their guests. 

branch. Students are automatically members since part of the 

With recreational facilities, four dining areas, meeting University fee includes Union membership. Others may join 

space, a workshop and an emphasis on student-planned by paying the same yearly fee. The Union is, however, open 

programming, Union South expects to offer the same types to the public for specific events. One membership will cover 

of services as the Langdon St. Union has over the years. both Unions. [e**] 
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International Opportunities 

for Student Engineers 
by Jeffrey W. Crick EE4 the best technical schools throughout Latin Amer- 

F = : : ica 
Are you getting bored with all those engineering : ae 3 

classes and ‘problen sets? Was last suMTIne? a eal The program was zn tiaredd m 1961 under a grant dear ) Or is it that — research project is all by the Carnegie Corporation. That first year seven 
bogeed down Sishe cau jist want to get away students took part. Several other schools have since 
bon the Sis “Old place “id see somethine formed similar programs at the Tecnologico includ- 

ee > . . . j ail _ ing Ca g eserve iversi a different. If any of these are true the Engineering ta = Wester Reserve erst ve 
Foreign Programs may be just what you are VeTSILy, SOlorade State niversity; and Core lookine for © University. Many of the past participants who have 

For. the freshman engineer the Wisconsin-Mon- graduated are NOW working in pOSHOns where they 
terrey Junior Year abrowd exchange program directly use the experience they gained om Hie would be worth looking in to, The upperclass Spanish language and culture through their year 

: ae . ~ abroad. engineer who cannot find a decent summer job Soa! . . . Dea ePieiaembe onelne should find out about the IAESTE program. There Each year the number of participants varies 
i also a graduate study program in Germany and a depending only on the number of young engineers 
ctoposedl setup in ee Each program has interested. Wisconsin has sent between one in 1966 

~ © = = ‘ sleven j 96S sre’ hae’ pever 
certain requirements concerning language, grade and ¢leven in. 1969. Up to now there nes neyel oink and economics, Each one also affords ai been any reason to limit the number of partici- 
rp ortunit for foreign “travel and study and a pants because interest is some what limited. The 
chante i vet 5 ee 4 different culture and total number of Americans students at the Tec 

. 2 ee we . from all the schools involved has varied betwee people. For the ambitious student it is an opport- aa a oy ut ed has varied between : ‘ a g : ats be passe ’ — : oa: unity that should not be passed up The program begins in July with a specialized, 
THE GRADUATE STUDENT PROGRAM intensified summer school course in Spanish at the 

The aspiring grad student, who has completed a Tee. It entails a general review of the Spanish 
year of grad school in engineering and has mastered !@nguage along with pronunciation practice and 
the German language, can spend a year of his study cultural aspects such as guitar lessons. The regular 
in Stuttgart, Germany at one of the University of Summer school is attended by many other Amer- 
Stutteart’s related institutes for Chemical or Nu- i¢ans so that the atmosphere is not much different 
clear Engineering. This is a highly individual from an American school. 
program and must be arranged personally; how- The academic year brings a change when all the 
ever, much of the red tape has already been cut by Other American summer students leave and the 
previous student participants. A program is now in Mexican students return from their homes. ¢ lasses 
the making with the Ecole Centrale des Arts et re taught completely in Spanish and the partici- 
Manufactures in Paris, France. Any interested grad Pating students find themselves sitting alongside 
student or “would be grad student” should contact ¢ither Mexicans or Latin Americans. Classes them- Professor Merton Barry, Engineering Foreign Pro- Selves are not too difficult once the Spanish 
grams, 439 Engineering Research Building, Univer- language is mastered, : ; 
sity of Wisconsin During the year the most rewarding experiences 

are gained through the opportunity to travel 
THE WISCONSIN-MONTEREY PROGRAM throughout all of Mexico. Cities like Acapulco, 

The Wisconsin-Monterrey program is a Junior Mexico City, Guanajuato, and Guadalajara are 

Year abroad exchange program designed uniquely Simply fascinating. The Gulf of Mexico, Pacific 
for engineers. The technical requirements of engi- Ocen, and Caribbean Sea are exciting for swim- 
neering limit the possibilities for transferring cred- Ming, skin diving, and deep sea fishing. Meeting 
its between schools, but because of their high People and getting to know Mexican culture are 
standards the College of Engineering and El Insti- Probably the most worthwhile experiences each 
tuto both transfer all credits readily making this Participant has. For those who have never travelled 
program an uncommon opportunity. Students dur- it is an opportunity to learn; for those who already 
ing their junior year go to Monterrey, Mexico to know the advantage of travelling, it is merely a 

study at El Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios great chance to do so. 
Superiores de Monterrey which is known as one of (Continued on Page 18) 
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CALCULUS’ 
% What You Should Be Able to Do When You Finish the Sequence 

By WILLIAM D. BAASEL 

Professor of Chemical Engineering, Ohio University 

Algebra Differentiation 
The student should be able to: The student should be able to: 

I. Solve a second order algebraic equation in two un- 1. Differentiate the following simple functions without a 
knowns using the quadratic formula. table, a log bx, ax >", asine bx, a cosine bx, ae>®. 

2. Solve a cubic or quartic equation in two unknowns 2. Determine the first and second derivatives from a graph 
graphically. or table of the function. 

3. Determine the value of a third order. 3. Distinguish continous and discontinuous functions. 

4. Solve three equations in three unknowns without the 4. Recognize the usual notations used in calculus such as: 
use of a textbook. Xx’. da / dy, dx/dy. 

5. Plot any algebraic equation in two unknowns. 5. Differentiate a product, a sum and, a quotient. 
6. Plot an algebraic equation having three unknowns by 6. Differentiate a complicated function using tables. 

assuming one of the unknowns is a constant and 7. Recognize where in a discontinuous function the 
obtaining a series of curves for different values of the derivative does exist. 
constant, 8. Use L’ Hospital’s rule. 

7. Take a tabulated set of x.y values, plot these values on 9. Solve problems involving simple physical principles 
a graph, and obtain from the graph and the values using calculus. 
proper, a good graphical fit by drawing a line and also a Integration 
reasonable equation, ic. involving polynominals or The student should be able to: 

exponentials. 1. Integrate simple functions i.e. a log bx, axb, aeP®, a sine 

8. Determine the maximum or minimum for an algebraic bx, acosine bx. 
equation. 2. Determine the area under a graph and recognize that 

9, Recognize a maximum or minimum on a graph and this is the integral of the function. 
determine where it is. 3. Determine the integral under a plain surface by some 

physical means. 
Limits & Series 4. Integrate a complicated function using a table of 

The student should be able to: integrals. 
1. Expand the logarithmic function into a series. 5. Integrate a discontinuous function. 
2. Expand the sine into a simple series. 6. State why definite integral tables exist for certain 
3. Expand the cosine into a simple series. functions. 
4. Expand the exponential, ae>®, into a simple series. 7. Solve problems requiring the use of definite integral 

5. Define the term limit. tables. 
6. Define a convergant and divergant series. 8. Recognize the common integral functions which can- 
7. Give three examples of a convergant and a divergant not be presented in an open form. 

series. 9. Evaluate the constant of integration given enough 
8. Find the sum of a finite or infinite power series. values of pairs of the dependent and independent 

9, Determine whether a simple series is convergant or variables. 
divergant: such as: | +X #X24+ X34 X44... 10. Recognize the notations of integral calculus. 

10. Determine in a series such as the above for what values Il. Integrate the product, sume or quotient of functions 

of X the series diverges and for what values of X the which are given in Dwight’s table of integrals. 
series converges. 12. Solve problems involving simple physical principles 

11. Define the Taylor Series expansion of a function and, using integral calculus. 
be able to expand simple functions in a Taylor 13. Obtain the volumes enclosed by surfaces of revolution 
eXpansion. using the concepts of multiple integrals and multiple 

12. Define the Fourier expansion of a function, and be derivatives. 
able to perform this expansion for simple functions. 14. Graphically and numberically integrate a function of 

13. Define a power series. one independent variable. 
14. Give three functions that can be expanded in power Vectors 

series and he should be able to perform such an The student should be able to: | 
expansion for simple functions. I. Define a vector. 

IS. Give a numetical answer for the following: 2. Add and subtract vectors. 
3. Define and find the dot product of two vectors. 

fiw viel th and ‘5 4. Define and find the sealitr product of two vectors 
how ( ) limad+hot 2 and the cross products of two vectors. | 

h-o (Continued on Page 19) . 
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Seven minutes Y \ . y Sve 

to save a life. TT) Ce ‘ me A f=N rw \\\ A r) 
The problem: lifesaving clinical tests coer f ie TW! Hi \\\ \ iH 

of blood, urine and spinal fluid may take r i i CUI \\ KG y | ' | nT 
technicians hours to perform using tra- (N Nu KN WY Whe 
ditional methods. A \\ " ) SS Wy) Hie 

n * # SSS CLI H) tH i The possible solution: design a virtu- ul dd ise Wy) i, Mi | 
ally complete chemical laboratory in a Mi Gy ] i 
desk-sized cabinet that will perform a NA Z ian 
variety of clinical tests automatically, KN We eZ 
accurately, quickly. . \ \S Z Lae Yj 

The result: Du Pont’s Automatic NS Lz YL HH 
Clinical Analyzer, the end-product of Ys 5 y . LZ Yj} . 
years of cooperation and problem solving Oe i a eg oe 
among engineering physicists, biochem- S SS ~ a see? 
ists, electromechanical designers, com- x SS SSS 
puter specialists and many, many others. S S So Se: 

The heart of the instrument is a trans- SN SS Se os 
parent, postcard-sized reagent packet SS Ee as A 
that functions as a reaction chamber and 3 SS Zl Zz on 
optical cell for a computer-controlled = SS —s g s 
analysis of specimens. SSS pes g J 

Separate packs—made of a chemically ais SSS = e 
inert, optically clear plastic—are designed oi SS) i x EE 
for a variety of tests. And each pack is SS a a 
supplied with a binary code to instruct Ss Z os 
the analyzer. Packs for certain tests also ZZ 2a 
contain individual disposable chroma- CZ Zoo. ce 
tographic columns to isolate specific eZ ZS 
constituents or molecular weight frac- CZ ZY 
tions on the sample. = DREELAE 

In operation, the analyzer automatically = ; 
injects the sample and diluent into each S A 
pack, mixes the reagents, waits a preset SS 
time for the reaction, then forms a precise ES = S 
optical cell within the walls of the trans- — Swe A ZB 
parent pack and measures the reaction 3 SS Z ee, “ZY 
photometrically. “S = ees Le Be AZZ 

A built-in solid-state computer monitors SS = — = EE Ea 
the operation, calculates the concentra- = S= jaa Bases 
tion value for each test and prints out a aoe == = a 
report sheet for each sample. The instru- = = —— Eee 
ment is capable of handling 30 differ- = — —— EE, 
ent tests, the chemistry procedures for & = = ae 
ten of which have already been devel- S = sae sein 
oped. The first test result is ready in Ss = = S! 
about seven minutes. And in continuous a = — ee 
operation, successive test results are ——— = = as 
obtained ‘every 35 to 70 seconds, dee === OE cence 
pending on the type of test. { Du Pont Company, Room 7894, Wilmington, DE 19898 | 
anovation— applying invanting Tes | Please send me the booklets checked below. ; 

materials and putting them to work, using { a Tee iry eset Cu Pont 
research and engineering to create the \ Ey Engineers at ie Pont i 
ideas and products of the future—this is 1 a Ree ting, Data Syst Marketing, Producti 1 
the venture DuPontpeopleareengagedin. | unuNg, Vata systems, Marketing, Production | 

For a variety of career opportunities, Log 1 
and a-chance tovadvance through many) jp *8?°-————_________ | 
fields, talk to your Du Pont Recruiter. ! University - i 
Or send the coupon. ! i 

1 Dr i GROUND ! 
1 1 

Ventures for better living L An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F) ! 
‘ Se ee ee ee 
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POLLUTION — (from Page 9) tons per day (TPD) of wood released 20,000 tons 

that the public policy of Wisconsin was to prohibit Pe year (TPY) OF suspen ded solids from unused 

“any person, firms, or cooperation, unreasonably fiber alone and 75,262 TPY of BOD based on the 
to waste or maliciously to injure, destroy or impair @Verase of 700 Ibs. BOD/ton production for sulfite 
any natural resources within the state.” In the mills. 

1920s the legislature made further responses to The industry made some signs of recognizing its 
Wisconsin's dwindling resources by ordering the responsibility for in the Milwaukee Journal on May 
new Conservation Commission to cooperate with 21, 1926, Joseph H. Slater, Northwestern Divisions 

the SBI on water pollution. However since there president of the American Pulp and Paper Associat- 
Were considerable policy differences, conflict quick- jon was quoted as saying with apparent sincerity 
ly grew. The ¢ onservation Commission looked at “Heretofore the manufacturers have failed to 

the matter in a relatively simple but action recognize the imperative need for preserving the 
oriented manner, Phat is, pollution is caused by purity of streams... .But something must. be 

dumping waste in the surface waters and that Gone, for the public is now thoroughly aroused 
pollution is illegal, Therefore polluters should be over the situation and will not be satisfied with idle 
compelled to stop dumping wastes. The SBH took promises, There is a cause for complaint... .and 
OTE COMPLENENSIVE. Dut DELIIBS.. JOSSFECIECIVE the mill companies owe it to the people to preserve 

ad lecling tha SCUCieS sould De made to what is left of their lawful heritage.” The mills 

‘eermne at ith kinds and eS “er were under state pressure to clean up, and while 
pollution. and the ways of controlling it through ere rer a : se 
prohibitions and treatment, and into the economic aevlnall wte cohaemel Eagan (0 letet thet thelt 

situation of the polluters, To resolve this conflict uneconomical. However they did not agree with 

the State Committee on Water Pollution (SWC P) the SCWP that 90% of the fibers would be 

made up ol representatives from the Conservation recovered. 90% recovery of fibers are easily obtain- 

Commission, the S.B.H., and the Railroad Commis- ed in todays paper industry. This example serves to 

sion (ater renamed the Public Service Commiss- point out that even industry can benefit from 

ion), the State Sanitary Engineer and the State public intervention in private business. In 1931 the 
Chief Engineer was formed. . SCWP had found that wood waste had increased 

The State Committee or water pollution was 100% between 1930 and 1954 and the SCWP 

formed none too soon for some of the state rivers justified it by saying that Wisconsin has less 

were us polluted then as they are now. ine Fox pollution of water than any other state at that time 
River for instance received in waste 31% of its ing that the state had managed to hold constant 
minimum yearly mean flow and most of this was the effect of such waters on water despite the 

industrial which has three times the effect of increase in production. 

domestic sewages. One should multiply 31% by 3 

to get an idea of the true effect on the river at that The treatment of domestic sewage was aided by 

time. In 1926 state investigators found that only — the Depression as Wisconsin was all ready to go and 

“the most resistant organisms could survive in the then the Federal Make Work Programs came 

Wisconsin River and not even these could live in’ through. This coupled with a sharp change in 
the Fox.” Even then the $.C.W.P. thought it Federal attitude around 1933 put Wisconsin ahead 

impossible to restore these rivers to anything of many other states and nations by 1939 when 

resembling good health. the treatment program reached 87% of the popula- 
“No constructive work was carried on” this was — tion. 

the pronouncement of the S.B.H. on its own 

activities in 1927 after fifty years of existence. It World War Il interrupted water pollution 

was true, however it wasn’t because the board control as it interrupted all aspects of normal 
didn’t try to serve the people of the state. The life. Even if one wanted to one could hardly ask a 
general public's apathy and ignorance manifested war time industry to regulate its water pollution. 
itself in the form of the state’s legislature which At the end of the war all control programs had 
made litthe appropriations, provided small moral dissipated and industry wasn’t in any mood to 
support, and generally looked on the WSBH with regulate itself. The Industry argued in Washington 
indifference. that pollution control was a local matter. It argued 

at the local level that nonregulation of pollution in 
1926 to 1958 — A LOT OF ACTION other states would provide unfair competition. 

BUT NO SOLUTION TO POLLUTION Probably this was the beginning of the now 
, . . hackneyed “We'll move” threat. 

During the 1920°s the paper mills had no 

controls at all and everything went directly into the The state regulatory agencies took a concilia- 

river. The price of wood was cheap so there was no tory attitude towards industry perhaps better 

sense in saving. The average sulfite mill using 110 described as administrative persuasion. The result 
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was that they got nowhere. Except to inflame state too much economically. We have to try to 

some citizen conservation groups such as the Izaak balance things out and we can’t satisfy everybody. 
Walton League who in partnership with the South- That’s what these people won’t understand who 
ern Wisconsin Lakelands Association attacked the say we could stop polluting tomorrow. Whatever 

SCWP and the pulp and paper industry in the 1949 our legal power or technical ability economics 
Legislature. The citizens were trying to reform the won't let us do such a thing. “It must be 
SCWP. The pulp and paper industry, the canning remembered that there are different types of 
factories, and the dairy industries lined up against economics, and Mr. Motl was speaking only of one 
them with the legislature in the middle. The type. This attitude does not seem too conducive to 
official sentiment seemed to be in favor of the cleaning up the state’s waters and the committee 

industries. State Senator Taylor G. Brown, chair- was faced with a growing waste treatment problem. 
man of the Senate’s Conservation Subcommittee In the same year, the director of the SCWP said, 

said, ‘‘Paper mills and other industries are giving ‘We ure increasing wastes treated but the total 
employment and the tendency already is for some wastes to be treated grows all the time. By 1980, at 
of the paper mills to move out of the state. We've present rates of improvement and waste expansion, 

got to be fair about this pollution thing.” But the we will cut the amount of untreated waste to .8 
citizens’ groups were fierce and the result was the million pounds or an improvement since 1940 of 
SCWP got a larger budget. 14% ....This is not enough. We have got to 

. p increase our margins of improvement or we will 
The SCWP never moved against the polluting | cael a e ye pr earner 

aper industry and a look at the state regulatory really lose, The director Wil referring only to 
Paper indus - . he dairy i d try i tud domestic wastes not industrial which have three 
a beck i Te _o toa a amNY ns USEY: IegcSkU y times the detrimental effects to streams as domes- 

in aed tea Hy ene aoa rare tic sewage. Mr. Motl said in reference to the 

warned the .ddity industry Uiere: WOuld De ACMek Wiseonsin River thet by 1958 even though treat- 
down, and in 1927 he repeated his warning. In MA demi “meruld aow cea Seapenca 

. ment had improved considerably pollution increas- 
1940 the SCWP said there would be no more SACRE. HE PRG AE . : ne hoch ne 

. . ed because rates of pollution had gone up as fast as 
problem with dairy waste because of the new uses 2 

“i 27 : treatment. 
for it. In 1951 the SCWP said it expected compli- fen nok © ematiinc: : 

‘i ‘ Thus for the past few decades the laws, techno- 
ance from every dairy plant in the state. In 1955 / ae nantes ‘ 

oe se ; 5 logy and money has been available to clean up 
Ted Wieniewski said before the assembly finance Te ado a is chap 

: tise, HAE SVGA ENE SOUIllESt BEOCESSOP THUET Wisconsin’s rivers. A lot of things have intervened, 
obecrve fee iin hve bl sma Behe oer Calumet temporary economic set backs, major events such 
Couunty . i ie sari Seah industr a as WW II, and the attitudes of the people of 
~oun y aa ve bien F . we ee ar és ous ee i . Wisconsin. Of these, attitudes are clearly the one 

_ an awit in. Wien! ol fel an ° i We sae a over riding determining factor in the present State 
ACLONIeS. fe NVISINOMISID WBE CE Cy on ook te Se of Wisconsin’s waters. It seems that attitudes are 
the recent 1970 hearings of the Wisconsin River oF nt . Site, - a de . 

ae 5 : ap now changing as the irreversible deterioration of 
Basin Survey, Carl Blaibaum said it was much ian: eect 5 : 

; . pac : ~ our waters is becoming obvious even to. state 
easier for even the smallest dairies to get rid of a, a ye © : Sn : 
Heik Wasté than the sieer Mills becwuse there is §0 officials who are economically minded. For those 

little a Chan Ine: Papel Mlils: VeedUss HILFE ts § that are so minded now is the time to act, to ride 

ttle oF it. / ; the crest of public attitudes such that effective 

In the 1950’s the control of water pollution in programs are instituted to bring about the restora- 
Wisconsin fell to three agencies, the Public Service — tion of all Wisconsin waters by 1978. 

Commission, the State Board of Health, and the In 1958 the environmental reporter of the 
Conservation Commission. The Public Service Wilwaukee Journal was told by the top research 
Commission was ordered by statute to “protect people for the paper industry to “keep fighting!” 

life, health and property, but considered the We must be compelled to control wastes or in forty 
protection of property its most serious undertak- years we'll drown in our own filth. Don’t listen to 
ing. The State Board of Health’s major concern was our squawks. The best in the industry won’t fight 

“life and health” and it operated under the theory you. Some paper mills have worked at waste 

of persuasion rather than compulsion. Although it control; some have made money out of it. But 

seemed apparent that even those cities that could) most want to sit on the sidelines saying ‘That 

afford it weren’t going to make improvements, if process doesn’t suit our needs’ and meaning “We 
they could get away with it and their Constituents won’t spend the money.” [er] 

supported them. Mr. Lawrence Motl the Conservat- 

ion Commission representative to the SCWP sum- oo 
med up both his department’s attitude and the Most of the facts and ideas contained in this 
committee’s attitude in 1958 when he said, “We on history | owe to Earl Finbar Murphy’s book Iater 

the committee see our work as serving the best Purity: -f Study in Control of Natural Resources. 
interests of the most people. This means we can’t Published in 1961 by the University of Wisconsin 

stop water pollution completely. It would hurt the Press. 
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OPPORTUNITIES — (from Page 13) fide students following courses at universities, 

institutes of technology, and similar institutes of 
In order to be eligible for the program the higher learning. The main aim is for student 

student must be a U.S. citizen, studying in the exchange during the summer months; however, 
College of Engineering at the University of Wiscon- some long term offers between three and twelve 
sin or other participating schools and maintain a months can be set up. Offers are also arranged 

3.00 (B) grade point. Since all classes during the during other times of the year such as winter 
academic year are taught in Spanish, two semesters months with southern hemisphere countries. There 
of oral emphasis Spanish, usually taken during the js no actual restriction on areas of study but most 
sophomore year at Wisconsin, are also require- often offers are received for students of engineer- 
ments. The only other prerequisites are a desire to ing and technology and the majority of applicants 
take advantage of the great opportunity this gre students in these fields. 

program) presents and a yearning to personally Any student interested in this type of exper- 
experience living in another culture much different jenece will find a simple procedure for applying. 
from our own. Eligibility is basic: 1) current enrollment in good 

I was a participant during the 1969-1970 school standing in a 4-year college or university; 2) major 
year and know firsthand the advantages the pro- study in any field of engincering, agriculture, the 
gram offers. | would personally recommend to any — gciences or architecture: and 3) completion of at 
interested engineer the experiences gained through — [east sophomore year, but not yet finishing a 
a year in Mexico. For further information contact Doctorate by the time of training. Each applicant 
Mrs. Bonnie Kienitz, Coordinator, Wisconsin-Mon- must also have an “academic” endorsement attest- 
terrey Tec Program, 437 Engineering Research jng to his eligibility. An application form along 
Building, University of Wisconsin. with an application fee of $50 must be sent in. 
IAESTE Should no appropriate opening be found the 

If you were to look in’ the SATURDAY applicant receives a $25 refund, however, should 
REVIEW'S classified section under Employment fe withdraw for any reason the entire fee is 
Opportunities. you would see an ad for “Career forfeited. This application should be completed 
Vacations Abroad” advertising summer jobs over- and mailed by December 15. This deadline is very 
seus for college students in engineering, architec- soon or may already have passed. Nevertheless in 
ture, agriculture, and the sciences. The Internation- many instances job offers are received in excess of 
al Association for the Exchange of Students for applicants so that late applications can be placed. 
Technical Experience (IAESTE) is a non-profit, Therefore, should the deadline already have passed, 
non-governmental, non-political organization do not give up, a possibility still exists. 
whose aims are “to provide student at institutions The work experience itself may be in a research 
of higher learning with technical experience abroad laboratory, design office, production department, 
relative to their studies” and “‘to promote internat- or field station depending on the background and 
ional understanding and goodwill amongst the interest of each trainee. It could be in any one of 
students of all nations.” 42 countries and knowledge of a foreign language 

The association was founded in 1948 by ten js only required in eight of them. 

European countries in an attempt to provide An interested student must not be mislead. This 
students the opportunity to spend their summer js not a “get rich quick” program. Generally he will 
vacations working in foreign industries. Member spend $400-$600, possibly more depending on the 
countries have now increased to 43, 19 of which gcation, paying for his international transportat- 
are located outside Europe. Over three thousand ion, free-time travel, and personal expenses. On the 
companies are represented and students number job pay will generally only cover his cost of living, 
near 8,000. Countries involved cover all corners of but varies from country to country. 
the world including such places as Argentina, IAESTE offers ‘career vacations” to students : 

Czechoslovakia, Finland, Iceland, India, Korea, from ail member countries. In the word of Bob 
Malta, South Africa, Switzerland, Yugoslavia, and Sprinkle the Executive Director of IAESTE/US: 
many more. “With the ever increasing international outlook of 

In each country offers are taken from individual American business and industry the IAESTE trai- 
companies to employ students for a training period nee is often one step ahead of his fellow job 
during the summer months. These companies Pay seeking graduates.” If you would like to get that 

students sufficiently to cover their cost of living one step ahead, seriously think about the IAESTE 
during actual training periods. Offers are exchang- opportunity. It could be just what you have been 
ed between countries on a reciprocal basis during looking for. For further information contact Pro- 

the Annual Conference in January. Qualified stu- fessor Merton Barry, Foreign Engineering Pro- 
dent applicants are then chosen to fill the offers grams, 439 Engineering Research Building, Univer- 
received by each country. sity of Wisconsin. ; 

IAESTE exchange participation is open to bona [#**] 
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CALCULUS -— (from Page 14) 

5. Define the divergence of a vector, the gradient of a <r > 
vector and the curl of a vector. goo A MUST 

6. Define the Laplacian operator of a vector. << ee ek 
7. Define a line integral of a vector and should be able to . CS INU Me, FOR CIVIL 

find such an integral for some simple examples chosen ~ <3 . SWE > >, ENGINEERS 
particularly from thermodynamics. LX Wo ie b 

8. Define a unit vector. » a CSR an 
9. Determine the unit vectos for simple systems. Lo e) ae 

10. State why the concept of a unit vector is necessary. : ee: A Ea) oo™ 
| 11. Differentiate a unit vector in cylindrical coordinates. “ 3 a = ws ws 

Matrices : Nae cs et ht an 
The student should be able to: ee Wee oo te 

1. Add matrices of any order. eX gh wee 
2. Determine when two matrices can be multiplied SEN go 

together. 

3. Multiply matrices together. D 
4. Determine for simple matrices a) the inverse x ; Ue 

matrix, b) the transpose of the matrix, c) the adjoint of : UE 
the matrix. VE 

5. Define what a matrix is. SION Cat i a SE” rn 
6. Define a row matrix. Eas peor 3 Gi on) fe 
7. Define a column matrix. cou ee a3 BS ee : a — 
8. Define the identity matrix and list its unique pro- Oe ay eo a 

perties. Kerie Wibetey bee Welles 
9. Identify asymmetric matrix. bat Were at ee 

10. Define the difference between a matrix and a deter  fiFad ” ee 2 Cee 
minant. Pree hee Was a Te 

; Partial Derivatives ee Pea eon i : Ey es 
The student should be able to: ge ee = > aa 

1. Define a partial derivative. as ‘Cy aaa @ | ae 
2. State physically how the partial derivative differs from ~ _ . av : 

the full derivative. 
3. Graph the partial derivative of any complex function. 

4. Solve — simple roblems by using the chain rule : . 
for partial difterantition, . . authoritative new manual covers . Miscellaneous methods for pavement rehabilitation 

The student should be able to: 

lL. Deline a ae function and be able to give three ASPHALT OVERLAYS and PAVEMENT REHABILITATION, vito First Edition (Manual Series No. 17) contains 134 fact- 
examples of this. packed pages, all about Asphalt overlays and pavement 

2. Define a multi-valued function and give three examples rehabilitation. Complete with drawings, charts and photo- 
of this. graphs, it simplifies the subject for the engineer respon- 

3. Recognize which roots are extraneous in solving a elle ior Tle re ee pomemanes 
multi-valued physical problem. 

4. Define a hyperbolic sine and a hyperbolic cosine. * Pavement condition survey methods 
5. Define the sine and cosine in terms of exponentials. * Preparing pavements for overlays 
6. Draw a sine and cosine in terms of exponentials. «Design and construction of Asphalt 
7. Determine the logarithm to the base of ten of any he ere, event widen- 

number using tables. . : 
8. Determine the logarithm to the base of e of any “een procedures: and guide: specifi: 

number using tables. 
9. Define an imaginary number. Th q h I ] 7 

10. Tell why it a hates to develop the concept of an e Sp a t nstitute 
imaginary number. PPOPGGHIG i RNistGh « Eilat 

11. Express complex numbers in terms of polar coordin- potctcc cra + - 5 
ants. | Students and Instructors: For your FREE copy of | 

12. Express complex exponentials in terms of trigometric | MS-17, 1st Edition, please fill out and mail to The I 
functions when tables are provided. | Asphalt Institute, College Park, Maryland 20740 | 

13. Define the word function. | Name _ : : _ | 
14. List the various independent and dependent variables if | Class and degree (ortitle) == | 

he is given a physical problem. | School. | 
15. Recognize and explain the notation Y = f (x,y,x) and | Add OO — : ee satiate wus: wbiaieiotae, ress. _ oe = a give three physical formulas which are of this form. 1 | 
16. Find the nth difference of a function. peer] [ City : - State —Zip_— 4 
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Mister Boodle 

(Sung to the tune of Yankee Doodle) 

Mister Boodle came to town Mister Boodle talks of Space Mister Boodle says that he 

Without invitation With enthusiasm Never thinks of riches 

Walked into the Pentagon Billions needed for the race But just mention S S T 

And walked out with the nation. | Mean angles—and he has ‘em. And note how his palm itches. 

Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum 

Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum 

Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum Mister Boodle says one day Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum 

Hanky-Panky Boodle! Our land will be peaceful Hanky-Panky Boodle! 

But he shoos the doves away 

Mister Boodle sings all day Till he gets his valise full. Mister Boodle, what a gent! 
You can hear him whistle Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum What imagination! 

Hemdad? Linge Sareea Mister Boodle says don’t cut Lends his dough at 10 Pel. cent 
A brand new anti-missile. Pentagon expenses And thinks it fights inflation! 

Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum Folks say we need houses but Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum 

You can’t believe the census. 
Mister Boodle told the Brass Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum Mister Boodle doesn’t fear 

“Boys when they retire you Cuts in war production 

| won't let a minute pass Mister Boodle’s on the Hill All he has to do is steer 
I'll be right there to hire you. This time in his hands a Back into road construction. 

Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum Nineteen billion dollar Bill Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum 

The A B M bonanza. 

Mister Boodle can’t be stilled Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum Mister Boodle farms although 

“Next,” he cries, ‘comes China” Some folks call it plunder 
So a war plant we must build Mr. Boodle’s sentiments Subsidies bring him the dough 
Down South in Carolina. Soon become the nation’s For crops that he ploughs under. 

Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum Five thousand work for Defense Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum 

On just Public Relations. 

Mister Boodle, what a whiz Mister Rosie BESdIE-Btin Mister-Booule says: “My Tend 
RG Why stay out of Asia 

Money is his hobby , 
Anywhere the action is Mister Boodle gets for oil What we lend and what we spend 

Is where you'll find his lobby. Tax depletions — many, Means jobs for you—it pays-ya. 
Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum We who toil and till the soil Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum 

Pay taxes to the penny. 

Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum . 

Mister Boodle doesn’t trust Mister Boodle, knowing we 

Honest legislators Mister Boodle doesn’t waste face mass execution: 
Proxmire’s kind to him are just Time in making contacts olds the fort while industry 

Some Commie agitators. Mister Boodle’s friends are placed Keeps stalling on pollution. 
Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum At desks that handle contracts. Mister Boodle Beedie-Bulni 

Mister Boodle Beedle-Bum | 

Irving Caesar Foundation New York, N.Y. 
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People going to work. 

Will the work be too hard to take, —_ consistent with designing of jobs by To be considered for an invita- 

or too easy to be interesting? What _ rational analysis, including mathe- _ tion, write: 

will it accomplish? matical modeling, instead of tradi- 

That’s what “industrial engineer- _ tion. EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 

ing” is all about, even where it does Some formally educated indus- Business and Technical Personnel 

not go by that name. As a branch __ trial engineers, as well as mechani- — Rochester, N.Y. 14650 

of engineering, a good bit of it orig- cal and chemical engineers who An-equilonporlinligremploye? 

inated in our plants over the past 50 —_—think this sort of work might be 

years. Viewpoints have been chang- worth doing (for rather decent pay 

ing. The futility in thinking of a and benefits) will be invited to prac- 

work force as abstract units instead _ tice it with us after they finish on 

of fellow humans is now well un- campus at the end of the present 

derstood. This attitude is not in- academic year or term. 
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The best engineers are far from happy with the world 
the way it is. 

The way it is, kids choke on polluted air. Streets are 
jammed by cars with no place to go. Lakes and rivers are a 
common dumping ground for debris of all kinds. 

But that’s not the way it has to be. 
Air pollution can be controlled. Better transportation 

systems can be devised. There can be an almost unlimited 
supply of clean water. 

The key is technology. Technology and the engineers 
who can make it work. 

Engineers at General Electric are already working 
on these problems. And on other problems that need to be 
solved. Disease. Hunger in the world. Crime in the streets, 

General Electric engineers don’t look for overnight 
solutions. Because there aren’t any. But with their 
training and with their imagination, they’re making 
steady progress. 

Maybe you’d like to help. Are you the kind of engineer 
who can grow in his job to make major contributions? 
The kind of engineer who can look beyond his immediate 
horizons? Who can look at what’s wrong with the world 
and see ways to correct it? 

If you are, General Electric needs you. 
The world needs you. 

An equal opportunity employer 
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